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K nee pain is a common reason patients seek attention in
primary care1, though clinicians often feel unprepared to

deal with it2. This is the tip of the iceberg as patients often
manage knee pain at home without seeking medical advice3.
Pharmacologic treatment has only limited benefit. In their trial,
Perlman and colleagues evaluated the efficacy of massage ther-
apy in managing knee osteoarthritis (OA). They randomized
patients with chronic knee OA to usual care, light touch or whole
body Swedish massage weekly for 8 weeks, then every other
week for 52 weeks4. They found improvement in several knee
pain parameters over the initial 8 weeks, while the patients
received weekly massage, but by 52 weeks, maintenance
(biweekly) massage was no better than usual care. This is partic-
ularly interesting because patients were presenting with chronic,
not acute, knee pain. As the authors point out, Bthe underlying
mechanisms ofmassage-mediated improvements in osteoarthritis
are not well-defined, preliminary studies suggest that massage
may improve systemic immune and inflammatory profiles.^ This
seems a good place for research effort, elucidating themechanism
for potential benefit from Swedish massage.
What is not clear from this study is whether weekly Swed-

ish massage might lead to sustained improvement. The im-
provement appears to last for the 8 weeks that weekly massage
was being provided; after that, having a massage every other

week appears to not be therapeutic. A recent review of
nonpharmacologic treatment found that weight loss and exer-
cise are the only interventions with strong evidence of long-
term benefit on knee pain and that other approaches had weak
evidence for short-term benefit only5. A common problem is
that trials were either too short or too low quality to provide
good evidence of efficacy. This study is a good example of the
rigorous approach that needs to be incorporated to obtain
strong evidence for benefit from CAM options.
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